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About This Content

Watch out! There's no time to celebrate, we sank only a small part of the enemy fleet! The battle could begin at any moment,
and we're in need of your steady hand and strategic mind again to deal with the invaders!

Defend the fort against the siege – build cannons, use secret weaponry and have faith in victory!

This time, you will conquer the expanses of the Western Shore. 20 new levels and merciless enemies – let the battle begin!
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It's a gorgeous little game. The sprites and art and soundtrack are all lovely.
In the normal game, it's relatively difficult to completely fail in whatever you are doing.
And the story is goddamn heartwrenching.
Totally worth the five dollars. I'm psyched for the spinoff game! :D. No idea what I was thinking when I bought this game back
in 2014. Falls way too short on stuff to do.. Too scary 4 me, if you want to get a heart attack and die buy this game. Worth it
just for the 5 heroes, all of which are some of the best in the game. The two new environments are great, and the new game
mode is really awesome to have digitally. I highly reccomend this to any fan of sentinels.. 2$ for nothing more than cosmetic
animal ears?. Nothing but squandered potential.

PS: I paid for this.. I hate to add to the negative reviews, but this game is just not worth it. The little story is ok, but not really
resolved as this was supposed to be part 1 of 3. But the biggest issue is with the resolution - it can't be changed, so all the hidden
object scenes are super frustrating as all the items are blurry and weird. There is also no direction in some scenes, which can
lead to a lot of frustration unless you use the hint button. You'll also get angry when you are trying to find something generic
like 'paper' and the room is filled with.....papers. All in all, pass this one up.. This game allegedly looks great on a monitor, but
even with a GTX 980ti it looks fairly poor in VR, playing it on a HTC Vive and everything further than 3m away appears
blurred making even the largish size font of signs hard to read until you're close. Additionaly, the blurring and pixelation of the
graphics, combined with the 'gliding' motion and the continuous need for turning around, gave me an unpleasant dizzy feeling
that meant I couldn't play for more than around 20-25 minutes at a time before having to take the Vive off and sit down for a
while.
As I was only able to make it just past the first driving segment, I feel I can't comment on the overall gameplay, but from the
sections I have seen; Alice moves extremely slowly (possibly intentional to reduce VR sickness?) and I can only hope that the
later 'puzzles' are more interesting because those that I've seen so far are laughably simple.

TL;DR Solved 3 'puzzles' without realizing, got too dizzy, had to go lie down for an hour.
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Check out my video for a brief overview of Unforeseen Incidents

https://youtu.be/UTIO5cB90hE. R.I.P Billy Herrington. What do spinach and anal sex have in common? If you were forced to
have it as a kid you will hate it as an adult.. Growing up throughout my life I knew that there was something different about
myself compared to everyone else. I can remember back to the first day off school, everyone has to wear a costume. Some kids
went as pirates, some as football players and some even went as those white armour guys from that Star Wars movie. Not me
though, I went as a fish. I was the most glorious fish in the school and everyone was amazed at me for being that fish. That first
day at the time was the best day of my life.

All the kids came too school in their uniforms that day, however I chose to stay with who I truly am and continued to wear that
fish for the rest of primary school. High school was a bit different though, they wouldn\u2019t allow me to wear that fish
around. I kept begging and begging because it was who I was, I didn\u2019t fit in being a human, I was more so a fish. We came
to a compromise and they let me paint myself with scales too fit in. I also got gills put in either side of my neck too let me
breathe like a fish.

Throughout my whole younger days, I have owned many fish, and have dreamt about joining them as part of their families. I
watch in jealousy as I see them swimming around together enjoying each other\u2019s company, struggling as I know I
can\u2019t be with them. I left out one very important detail from my story... I can\u2019t swim.

For someone that wants to be a fish, struggling to swim is not very helpful. I thought it would come to me naturally since I am
part fish, but it did not. I struggled with the thought in and out every day that I would never be able to join my scaly friends in
the ponds or the tanks, until I saw the project thatninjadodo have been working on. Then my life changed...

Yesterday was one of the best days of my life, thanks to Guppy I can finally live my life as a fish with all its friends. The game
is a perfect simulation of how a fish survives in a lake and has a very in depth hunger system. It is clever because it includes a
score system along with the hunger system that allows you too determine how well you are doing.

It also has a very real combat system too, with bigger fish chasing you down until they defeat you, and you have to use your wits
and knowledge too out manuever them just like in the Amnesia series.

This game has changed my life and any people that have had the same condition as myself in their life should pick this game up.
I was lucky to get it on sale, but it is well worth the $3 price. Stay safe my fellow fishies, I\u2019ll see you all in the pond..
Great game to kill some time.. This was legit the best experience I've had in 2018. I don't know if it was because I was going
through some difficult times, but this game spoke hard to me, and I'm glad it did, because it's beautiful. Seriously, just buy it.
It's incredible.
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